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LOCATION

Summary:

13011 Freeland Road in Rockville

•

Staff recommends approval with conditions and
transmittal to the Hearing Examiner.

•

The Subject Site has an existing Family Day Care (for
up to 8 children) that has been operating on the Site
since 2016. The Proposal is a modest expansion of
the maximum enrollment for a Group Day Care
Facility (9-12 Persons) which will not change the
character of the neighborhood.

•

Staff has not received any public correspondence as
of the date of this Staff Report.

MASTER PLAN
1994 Aspen Hill Master Plan
ZONE
Residential - 60 (R-60)
PROPERTY SIZE
0.14 acres
APPLICATION
Jennifer Rodriguez-Aguilar Day Care
ACCEPTANCE DATE
September 30, 2021
REVIEW BASIS
Conditional Use – Chapter 59
HEARING EXAMINER PUBLIC HEARING
February 4, 2022
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SECTION 1: RECOMMENDATION AND CONDITIONS

CONDITIONAL USE NO.CU202205
Staff recommends approval of Jennifer Rodriguez-Aguilar Day Care, Conditional Use No. CU202205,
for a group day care facility within a single-family detached dwelling unit, subject to the following
conditions:
The Group Day Care facility must be limited to a maximum of twelve (12) children and two (2)
non-resident employees.
The hours of operation are limited to Monday through Friday, 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
The Applicant must schedule staggered drop-off and pick-up of children with a maximum of
two (2) vehicles dropping off or picking up children during any fifteen (15)-minute period.
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SECTION 2: NEIGHBORHOOD & SITE DESCRIPTION

VICINITY
The Subject Property is located at 13011 Freeland Road in Rockville, which is approximately 500 feet
north of the Wheaton Woods Elementary School located across from Faroe Place. There are three
nearby Metro Ride On Bus stops located along Parkland Drive at Falcon Street, Grenoble Drive, and
Independence Street.
There are three Metrorail stations within approximately three miles of the Subject Property:
Twinbrook, Glenmont, and Wheaton. The closest emergency facilities are Holy Cross Hospital and
Suburban Hospital.
The Staff-defined Neighborhood (Figure 1) is bounded by Arbutus Avenue to the northwest, Parkland
Drive to the southeast, and Veirs Mill Road (MD 586) to the southwest. The Neighborhood is composed
primarily of small lots with single-family detached homes and several religious institutions. The
neighborhood is served by the Wheaton Woods Park which is west of the Wheaton Woods Elementary
School.

Staﬀ Deﬁned
Neighborhood

Subject
Property
Wheaton
Woods
Elementary

Figure 1: Vicinity Map
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Staff identified one approved conditional use/special exception within the defined neighborhood:
Special Exception No. S1914 (13004 Parkland Drive; Lot 26, Block 14) to permit a beauty parlor as a
home occupation.

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
The Subject Property (“Subject Property”, “Property”, or “Site”) is located at 13011 Freeland Road,
Rockville, on a 0.14-acre lot, and also known as Lot 6, Block 14, (Plat #3003, 1951). It is improved with a
single-family detached house (Figure 2) and a two-car driveway.

Figure 2: Subject Property (outlined in red)

The Applicant has been operating Ariana’s Little Star Family Day Care for up to 8 children, with ages
ranging from infants though Pre-K (0 to 5 years old), since June 29, 2016. The existing Family Day Care
occupies the lower level of the house and is a permitted use in the R-60 zone per Section 59.3.1.6 of
the Zoning Code. The existing Family Day Care is operating on the basement level of the house and is
accessed via the rear door of the house that opens into the day care area. The day care area consists
of two main rooms and a kitchen with additional room for programming. Parents and/or guardians
dropping off children may park on the street and walk with their child up the driveway, or park on the
driveway itself and use a concrete path on the northern side leading to the rear of the Property. There
is lighting at the front door, along the sidewalk, and at the rear entry door. The rear yard of the house
is fully enclosed on all three sides by fencing. The backyard includes an outdoor play area that is
located on the southern portion of the rear yard and separated from adjoining properties by wood
fencing. Unrestricted on-street parking is allowed on both sides of Freeland Road, which is a one-way
street, and two parking spaces are provided on the Subject Property.
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SECTION 3: PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROPOSAL
The Applicant requests to expand the existing Family Day Care (up to 8 persons) to a Group Day Care
Facility (9-12 Persons) for a maximum enrollment of 12 children. The proposed Group Day Care Facility
will occupy the same space as the existing Family Day Care. The Applicant is not proposing any
physical changes to the indoor or outdoor day care spaces and the current hours of operation,
Monday through Friday, from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., will remain the same.
The Applicant is not the owner of the Property; however, the owner has authorized use of the property
as a Group Day Care Facility and has consented to the Subject Application. The Applicant lives on the
Property and serves as the primary caregiver for the existing Family Day Care. Currently, there is one
other staff member employed by the existing day care and also lives at the Property. The home
occupants use on-street parking to allow the driveway to be available for day care pick-ups and dropoffs. To assist with the additional children, the Applicant proposes one new non-resident employee
that will use transit and will not need parking accommodation.
Weather permitting, the children will play outside during designated outdoor play hours. Outdoor
play hours typically occur from 11:15 a.m. to 11:45 a.m. daily for all age groups - infants, toddlers, and
preschoolers.
Parent and/or guardian drop-off will typically take place in a staggered pattern between the hours of
7:30 a.m. and 9:30 a.m. and pick-up will typically occur between 4:30 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. Adequate onstreet parking is available along Freeland Road, where there are no parking restrictions, to serve the
expanded Conditional Use. There is also parking for two cars on the Property’s driveway.
The Applicant is not proposing any new signage with this Application.
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Figure 3: Existing Site Conditions
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Figure 4: Front View of the Subject Property

Figure 5: Rear View of the Subject Property

Figure 6: Outdoor Play Area on the Subject Property
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SECTION 4: CONDITIONAL USE ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

ANALYSIS

Master Plan
The Site is located within the 1994 Aspen Hill Master Plan (Master Plan) area, which has a broad vision
for the area as summarized: “The Plan reinforces the primarily suburban and residential character of the
Aspen Hill area….The Plan seeks to increase opportunities for community interaction. It looks to reduce
the social and sometimes physical isolation of various neighbors …. The Plan seeks to increase
recreational and transportation options in the Aspen Hill Planning Area in a manner that improves the
overall environment and the quality of life of residents and workers.” (page 1)
The Master Plan recognized that there were a variety of child day care resources available in Aspen
Hill; however, one area of need is care for infants. Furthermore, the Master Plan indicates that based
on demographic trends that the need for child care in Aspen Hill will increase over the next 20 years
(page 295). While the Master Plan does not specifically identify the Site, it does include guidance
about day cares, special exceptions/conditional uses, and residential areas. The Master Plan includes
the following language:
According to the Master Plan, child care facilities should be encouraged to meet the needs of the
residents of Aspen Hill. To the extent possible, they should consistently provide the following:
•

Sufficient open space to provide adequate access to sunlight and suitable play areas,
taking into consideration the size of the facility.

•

Location and design to protect children from excessive exposure to noise, air pollutants
and other environmental factors potentially injurious to health or welfare.

•

Location and design to ensure safe and convenient access. This includes appropriate
parking areas and safe and effective on-site circulation of automobiles and pedestrians.

•

Location and design to avoid creating undesirable traffic, noise and other impacts upon
the surrounding community.

•

Consideration should be given to locations in employment centers to provide locations
convenient to workplaces. However, these locations should make provisions for a safe and
healthful environment in accord with the criteria listed above. (Pages 190-193)

The existing Family Day Care (up to 8 persons) has been operating on the Site since 2016, and the
Proposal is a modest expansion of the maximum enrollment which will not change the character of
the neighborhood. The Site is an appropriate location for a Group Day Care Facility (9-12 Persons) and
is compatible with the neighborhood. Therefore, the Proposal is in substantial conformance with the
Master Plan.
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Transportation
Master-Planned Roadways and Bikeway
Freeland Road is designated as a secondary residential street within a 60-foot-wide public right-ofway. Vehicular circulation along the street is in a one-way, northbound direction, with on-street
parking along both street frontages. There are no existing or planned bikeway facilities along Freeland
Road, therefore no implementation participation or right-of-way dedication is required of the
Applicant as part of the subject Conditional Use Application. In the local area, the 2018 Bicycle Master
Plan recommends a sidepath along the western frontage of Parkland Drive, within the vicinity of the
Site. The existing Matthew Henson Trail is also located along Turkey Branch Parkway, to the east of
the Subject Property.

Pedestrian Facilities
The existing sidewalks along both sides of Freeland Road adjacent to the Property measure
approximately five-feet wide, with ten-foot vegetated street buffers, which is consistent with
properties all along Freeland Road. No upgrades to these existing sidewalks are necessary as part of
the subject Conditional Use application.

Transit Service
There is no bus service that runs along Freeland Road. Transit service within a quarter mile of the
Subject Property includes Ride On Bus Route 48, which runs along Parkland Drive, providing service to
Aspen Hill, downtown Rockville, the Wheaton CBD, and the Rockville and Wheaton Metrorail stations.

Parking and Drop-Off/Pick-Up
Along Freeland Road, on-street parking is available on both sides of the street. The property also
contains a driveway, accessed from Freeland Road with capacity for two parked vehicles. To minimize
impacts to the neighborhood, Staff recommends limiting scheduled parental drop-off and pick-up to
two vehicles every 15-minutes.

Local Area Transportation Review
A proposed schedule of drop-offs/pick-ups during the weekday morning peak period (7:40 to 9:30
a.m.) and evening peak period (4:40 to 5:30 p.m.) was submitted with the subject Conditional Use
application. The morning arrival schedule shows up to twelve children dropped off between 7:40 a.m.
and 9:30 a.m., and the evening schedule shows up to twelve children picked-up between 4:40 and 5:30
p.m. Sibling groups will likely reduce the total number of projected vehicle trips; however, the trip
generation is conservative and assumes that each child will arrive individually. The Subject Property is
located within the Aspen Hill, yellow policy area. The projected peak-hour morning and evening trips
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based on the Institute of Transportation Engineers’ (ITE) trip generation rates for a day care center,
and the Policy Area mode split assumptions, are shown below:
Table 1: Trip Generation for the Proposed Use
Period

Growth and Infrastructure Policy
ITE
Vehicle
Trips

Yellow Policy Area Projected Trips
Person
Trips

Auto
Driver
Trips

Auto
Passenger
Trips

Pedestrian
Trips*

Morning
Peak Hour

11

14

9

3

2

Evening
Peak Hour

11

14

9

3

2

ITE Land Use Category: 565 – Day Care Center; pedestrian trips represent all
walking, biking, and transit trips
*Pedestrian trips are the projected sum of transit riders walking to/from their bus stop, bicyclists,
and other students expected to walk to the day care.

The Subject Application was submitted in October of 2021 and is therefore subject to the 2020-2024
Growth and Infrastructure Policy, which took effect on January 1, 2021. Under the 2020-2024 Growth
and Infrastructure Policy, a traffic study is not required to satisfy the Local Area Transportation Review
(LATR) test because the proposed day care center generates fewer than 50 person-trips during each
weekday AM and PM peak hour. The LATR test parameter is in the form of total peak-hour person
trips, not vehicular peak-hour trips. Person trips include all travel modes - vehicular, transit, walking,
and bicycle trips, and this total is 14 person-trips in both the AM and PM peak hours.

Environment
This Project is not subject to Chapter 22A (the Forest Conservation Law). It is in conformance with the
Planning Department’s Environmental Guidelines.
Forest Conservation
This Project is not subject to Chapter 22A (Forest Conservation) because (1) the application applies to
a property of less than 40,000 square feet, (2) The property is not subject to a previously approved
Forest Conservation Plan, and (3) The Conditional Use/Special Exception proposal will not impact any
champion tree as defined by the Montgomery County Forestry Board.
Environmental Guidelines
The Site contains no streams or stream buffers, wetlands or wetland buffers, 100-year floodplains,
hydraulically-adjacent steep slopes, or known occurrences of Rare, Threatened and Endangered
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species. The Site drains to the Lower Rock Creek watershed. Lower Rock Creek is a State Use Class I
stream. The Site is not within a Special Protection Area or the Patuxent Primary Management Area.

NECESSARY FINDINGS
Per Section 59.7.3.1.E., to approve a conditional use application, the Hearing Examiner must find that
the proposed development:
1. satisfies any applicable previous approval on the subject site or, if not, that the previous
approval must be amended.
There are no applicable previous approvals on the Site. The existing Family Day Care (up to 8 persons)
is allowed by right.
2. satisfies the requirements of the zone, use standards under Article 59-3, and to the extent
the Hearing Examiner finds necessary to ensure compatibility, meets applicable general
requirements under Article 59-6; Use Standards for Group Day Care- Section 59.3.4.4.D.2
a) Where a Group Day Care (9-12 Persons) is allowed as a limited use, it must satisfy
the following standards:
i.
The facility must not be located in a townhouse or duplex building type.
ii.

In a detached house, the registrant is the provider and a resident. If the
provider is not a resident, the provider may file a conditional use application
for a Day Care Center (13-30 Persons) (See Section 3.4.4.E).

iii.

In a detached house, no more than 3 non-resident staff members are on-site
at any time.

iv.

In the AR zone, this use may be prohibited under Section 3.1.5, Transferable
Development Rights.

The Site is not located in a townhouse or duplex and the Applicant is the provider and a resident. As
conditioned, no more than two (2) non-resident staff members will be on-site at any time. The Site is
not located in the AR Zone.
b) Where a Group Day Care (9-12 Persons) is allowed as a conditional use, it may be
permitted by the Hearing Examiner under all limited use standards and Section
7.3.1, Conditional Use.
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Table 2: Conditional Use Development and Parking Standards (R-60 Zone)

Development Standard
Section 4.4.9
Minimum Lot Area
Minimum Lot Width at Front Building Line
Minimum Lot Width at Front Lot Line
Maximum Density
Maximum Lot Coverage
Minimum Front Setback
Minimum Side Setback
Minimum Sum of Side Setbacks
Minimum Rear Setback
Maximum Height
Vehicle Parking Requirement
(Section 59.6.2.4.B)

Permitted/
Required
6,000 sq. ft.
60 feet
25 feet
1 unit
(7.26 dwelling
units/acre)
35%
25 feet
8 feet
18 feet
20 feet
35 feet
Group Day Care: 1
(1/ non-resident
employee)
Dwelling: 2
Total: 3

Existing*
6,128 sq. ft.
±57 feet
±55 feet
1 unit
±16%
±28 feet
±9 feet
±21.5 feet
±40.5 feet
±28 feet
2 spaces on-site
1 space on-street

*There is no proposed development with this Application.

Screening
The existing fencing in the rear yard provides sufficient screening between the proposed use and the
adjacent homes. The rear yard of the house is partially enclosed by perimeter fencing along with
north, south, and eastern property lines.
Lighting
The existing lighting is residential in nature and will not cause any unreasonable glare on neighboring
properties.
Signage
No new signage is proposed as part of this Application, but any signage added in the future must
satisfy Division 59.6.7 of the Zoning Ordinance.
c) substantially conforms with the recommendations of the applicable master plan;
As previously summarized, the Site is located within the 1994 Aspen Hill Master Plan area, and the
proposal is in substantial conformance with the Master Plan.
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d) is harmonious with and will not alter the character of the surrounding
neighborhood in a manner inconsistent with the plan; The proposal is harmonious
with, and will not alter the character of, the surrounding neighborhood.
No physical changes are proposed on the Property. Therefore, the proposed expansion of the existing
day care use will not alter the character of the neighborhood.
e) will not, when evaluated in conjunction with existing and approved conditional uses
in any neighboring Residential Detached zone, increase the number, intensity or
scope of conditional uses sufficiently to affect the area adversely or alter the
predominantly residential nature of the area; a conditional use application that
substantially conforms with the recommendations of a master plan does not alter
the nature of an area;
Staff identified one approved conditional use within the Staff-defined neighborhood, an existing
beauty parlor in a private dwelling at 13004 Parkland Drive. Although approval of this Application will
increase the number of conditional uses in the Staff-defined Neighborhood, the proposed day care
expansion will not affect the area adversely or alter the area’s predominantly residential nature. The
existing day care has been operating on the Site since 2016, the increase in the number of children
being served is modest, and the Applicant is not proposing any physical changes to the Property.
f) will be served by adequate public services and facilities including schools, police
and fire protection, water, sanitary sewer, public roads, storm drainage, and other
public facilities. If an approved adequate public facilities test is currently valid and
the impact of the conditional use is equal to or less than what was approved, a new
adequate public facilities test is not required. If an adequate public facilities test is
required and:
i.

if a preliminary subdivision plan is not filed concurrently or required
subsequently, the Hearing Examiner must find that the proposed
development will be served by adequate public services and facilities,
including schools, police and fire protection, water, sanitary sewer, public
roads, and storm drainage, or

ii.

if a preliminary subdivision plan is filed concurrently or required
subsequently, the Planning Board must find that the proposed development
will be served by adequate public services and facilities including schools,
police and fire protection, water, sanitary sewer, public roads, and storm
drainage, and

There are adequate public services and facilities to serve the proposed use, and a Preliminary Plan of
Subdivision is not required.
g) will not cause undue harm to the neighborhood as a result of a non-inherent
adverse effect alone or the combination of an inherent and a non-inherent adverse
effect in any of the following categories:
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i.
ii.
iii.

the use, peaceful enjoyment, economic value or development potential of
abutting and confronting properties or the general neighborhood;
traffic, noise, odors, dust, illumination, or a lack of parking; or
the health, safety, or welfare of neighboring residents, residents, visitors, or
employees.

An analysis of inherent and non-inherent adverse effects considers size, scale, scope, light, noise,
traffic, and environment. Every conditional use has some or all of these effects in varying degrees.
Thus, inherent effects associated with the use have to be determined. In addition, non-inherent
effects have to be determined as these effects may, by themselves, or in conjunction with inherent
effects, form a sufficient basis to deny a conditional use. It must be determined during the course of
review whether these effects are acceptable or would create adverse impacts sufficient to result in
denial.
Staff determined that the inherent physical and operational characteristics associated with a Group
Day Care facility include the following key issues when they exceed existing conditions or typical
conditions: 1) excessive vehicular trips to and from the Site; 2) inadequate outdoor play areas; 3)
excessive noise generated by children; 4) inadequate drop-off and pick-up areas; and 5) excessive
lighting.
Adequate parking and drop-off/pick-up areas are available on the adjacent public street in front of the
Site. The drop-offs and pick-ups will be limited by the conditions of approval of the proposed use to
minimize impacts to the neighborhood.
The outdoor play equipment and lawn area in the backyard is adequate for the Proposal.
The designated hours for outdoor play are not expected to exceed typical noise levels for outdoor
activity.
The existing lighting for the front entrance, sidewalk, and rear entrance, along with some landscaping
on the Site is adequate for the Proposal. The existing lighting fixtures are residential in nature and will
not intrude on neighboring properties.
Staff determined that the Proposal will not have any non-inherent effects at this location.
3. Any structure to be constructed, reconstructed, or altered under a conditional use in a
Residential Detached zone must be compatible with the character of the residential
neighborhood.
The Proposal is for the expansion of an existing day care facility in an existing single family detached
house; no construction, reconstruction or alteration of any structure is proposed.
4. The fact that a proposed use satisfies all specific requirements to approve a conditional use
does not create a presumption that the use is compatible with nearby properties and is not
sufficient to require conditional use approval.
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The proposed use will remain compatible with the nearby residential properties and Staff
recommends approval with conditions.

SECTION 5: COMMUNITY CORRESPONDENCE
As of the date of this Staff Report, Staff has not received any letters of correspondence from the
community. As a part of the Application, the Applicant submitted letters of support found in
Attachment A.

SECTION 6: CONCLUSION
The proposed conditional use complies with the general conditions and standards of a Group Day
Care Facility, subject to the recommended conditions of approval. The proposed use is consistent
with the goals and recommendations of the 1994 Aspen Hill Master Plan, will not alter the residential
character of the surrounding neighborhood, and will not result in any unacceptable noise, traffic, or
environmental impacts on surrounding properties. Staff recommends approval with conditions.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A: Letters of Support submitted by the Applicant
Attachment B: Subdivision Plat
Attachment C: Letter of Authorization
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ATTACHMENT A

June 28, 2021
To Whom It May Concern,
I am writing to recommend Jennifer Rodriguez Family Child Care program to expand from 8
children to 12 children. A quality education is what every parent dreams of for their child, and
most families begin that process as early as daycare, but that's a luxury not every parent has
access to. Recently, Governor Larry Hogan announced that the state s child care subsidy program
is doubling the initial annual income eligibility amount from $35,702 to $72,525 for a family of
four. Maryland families using Child Care Scholarship Vouchers are required to use a Maryland
EXCELS participating program or provider. Jennifer Rodriguez Family Child Care program is
participating in Maryland EXCELS and has been published at a check level 1 since 2020.
Expanding their program to an additional 4 children, can in turn potentially assist additional
families accessing the Child Care Scholarship Voucher.
By joining Maryland EXCELS, Jennifer Rodriguez is connected to the early childhood
communities and are provided with tools and support for continuous quality improvement of the
services they provide to families and children. Maryland EXCELS provides information that
families need to make informed decisions when choosing child care and early education
programs.
Thank you for your consideration.
Respectfully,
Paulina Alvarado, Quality Enhancement Coordinator
Montgomery Child Care Resource and Referral Center

June 20, 2021
Montgomery County
Office of Zoning and Administrative Hearings
100 Maryland Avenue, Room 200
Rockville, MD 20850
To Whom It May Concern;
Our family has been lucky enough to send our three children to Jenni at
Arianna s Little Star Daycare for almost the past decade. Jenni began caring for
our oldest daughter, Lily in the fall of 2012 and we have continued to send our
children there ever since. The care she has provided to all three of them has been
amazing. She is loving, knowledgeable and responsible and our kids absolutely
love spending their days with her. She has become such a special part of our family
and we highly recommend her daycare.
We are excited at the opportunity for her to expand and have a greater
opportunity to reach even more children and families. We hope that you consider
Arianna s Little Star for expansion and are happy to answer any additional
questions if needed.

Sincerely,
Jessica & Reid Miller
r
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